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This invention relates to pull clasps compris 
ing cord or other ligature means and a fastening 
device therefor, for fastening «and holding docu 
ments, packages, containers and other articles, 
one object of the invention being to provide an 
improved pull clasp adapted to- be more con 
veniently manipulated and to afford amore posi 
tive and effective fastening action. 
Another object is to provide »a clasp of the 

character described, comprising ligature portions 
and a slide plate for fastening the same, so con 
structed that the ligature parts may be engaged 
with said slide by lateral movements thereof, 
thereby obviating the laborious endwise thread 
ing of said ligature parts through eye open-ings 
in said slide, and thus facilitating the assembly 
of said ligature portions and slide. 
A further object is the provision of such a 

clasp generally comprising parts capable of being 
readily - and economically manufactured and 
assembled and operating in a convenient and efñ 
cient manner. 
To these and other ends the invention resides 

in certain improvements and combinations of 
parts, all as will be hereinafter‘more fully de 
scribed, the novel features being pointed out in 
the claims at the end of the specification. 
In the drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a side elevation of a pull clasp em 

bodying the invention and shown as applied to 
one of the uses thereof; 

Fig. 2 is an enlarged tcp plan view of a slide 
(member forming part of the clasp; 

Fig.l 3 is a side elevation of said slide member; 
Fig. 4 is an end elevation thereof as viewed 

from the left in Fig. 2; 
Fig. 5 is a sectional elevation on the line 5a.5a, 

Fig. 2; . 
Fig. 6 is an end elevation as viewed from the 

right in Fig. 2; 
Fig. 7 is an enlarged sectional elevation of the 

clasp shown in Fig. 1; 
Fig. 8 is a top plan view of a modified slide 

construction; 
Fig. 9 is a side elevation of the same; 
Fig. 10 is an enlarged sectional elevation on 

the line Illa-Illa, Fig. 8; 
Fig. 11 is an enlarged sectional elevation on 

the line Ila-i la, Fig. 8; 
Fig. 12 is a sectional elevation on the line 

l2a-|2a, in Fig. 8; and 
Fig. 13 is a View similar to Fig. 12, but showing 

additional cooperating parts. 
The embodiment of the invention herein dis 

closed by way of illustration, comprises, prefer 
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ably, a ñexible ligature or cord 20, in the form 
of a loo-p for encircling the Iarticle or articles to 
be held and having its ends brought together and 
secured by means comprising a fastening slide 
2l of special construction, as shown in Fig. 1 of 
the drawings where the clasp is applied about 
an accordion envelope 22 for ñling documents 
or the like. 
The fastening slide is preferably formed from 

a generally oval plate 23, Fig. 2, of sheet metal 
or other suitable material, the slide bei-ng pro 
vided adjacent -its opposite ends with spaced 
ligature engaging means, so that the slide is 
maintained with its major axis in line with the 
ligature and its parts in position for proper c0 
operation therewith. 
4For this purpose the plate is provided, adja 

cent one end, with a device or tongue 24 struck 
therefrom which is curved downwardly and then 
upwardly so as to bring its free end 25 adjacent 
the edge 26 of the incision and provide a restricted 
opening 21 for receiving and frictionally retain 
ing a portion of the ligature. That is, the en 
trance 21 is somewhat smaller lin width than the 
smallest dimension of the ligature, so that while 
the latter may be readily compressed >and passed 
laterally into the recess between the tongue and 
plate, it is retained and surrounded by the tongue 
in ordinary usage. _ 

The slide plate 23 is formed adjacent its other 
end with an irregular slot 28 opening laterally 
through an edge of the plate, as shown, and hav 
ing a tapered or restricted portion 29 somewhat 
less in Width than the smallest dimension of the _ 
ligature, which may be readily pressed laterally 
through the restriction and so` passed into the 
slot, but is frictionally retained therein except 
against intentional disengagement. The inner 
portion of the slot is preferably somewhat en 
larged as at 30 with a smaller circular portion 3l 
in which one end 32 of the ligature is engaged, 
after being passed over the tongue' 24, as sho-wn 
in Fig. '7. 
The end 32 of the ligature which is continuously 

engaged with the slide, is provided with a clamp 
ing shoulder in the form, in the present instance, 
of a circular disk 33 of sheet metal, or the like, 
which may be given a somewhat dished shape, 
as shown, a knot 34 being tied vin the end of the 
ligature to fasten the disk thereon. 
For controlling the action of the clamping disk 

33, the slide plate is preferably formed up be 
tween tongue 24 and slot 28, with an abutment 35, 
the circular central portion of which is adja 
cent and concentric with the innermost portion 
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3l of the slot, being so arranged as to engage and 
position the clamping disk 33 as shown in Fig. 7. _ 
The opposite or free end 36 of the ligature, after 

being looped about the article or articles to be 
held, is brought up to and passed laterally into 
the entrance of slot 28. A pull on this end 36 
presses it past restriction 29 and into the en 
larged portion 39 of the slot and then tensions 
the loop and draws disk 33 down into clamping 
cooperation with the edges of the'slot. At the 
same time, the end 3S of the ligature raises and 
is pulled under the adjacent edge of disk 33 by 
which its «bight is effectively clamped againstthe 
plate. During such action, disk 33 is supported in 
clamping position over the slot by abutment Á33 
and the dished shape ofthe disk, projecting its 
lower edge, increases its gripping action on the 
ligature. VA pull on the end 32 of the ligature 
serves to release disk 33 which in turn releases 
the endV 35 of the ligature for loosening _and re 
moving it from an article. 
The foregoing embodiment of the invention 

provides a simple and practical type of construc 
tion comprising slide and clamping disk parts 
'which may be readily and economically stamped 
up from sheet metal. The ligature may be made 
of cord or other known and suitable material and 
its end 32 is quickly and conveniently knotted 
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the preferred embodiment. With the end 46 of 
the ligature and its clamping disk 43 assembled 
with the slide, as described above, and shown in 
Fig. 13, the other ligature portion 49 is passed 
laterally into a slot 42V and tensioned so asto 
apply tension between the slide and the other*V 
ligature portion 46, tending to draw the clamp 
ingV disk 48 down into the bottom portion of the , 
circular abutment. By the same operation, the 
portion 49 of the ligature is tensioned Vand 
clamped between disk 48 and the slide so aseto 
Veffectively hold it with the desiredV tension. 

It will thus be seen that the invention accom-` 
plishes its objects and while it has been herein 
disclosed by reference to the details ofpreferred Y 
embodiment, it is to be understood that such dis 
closure is intended in an illustrative, rather than 

Y a limiting sense, as it is contemplated that various 
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changes in the construction and arrangement 
of the parts will readily occur to those skilled in 
the art, within the spirit of the invention and 
the scope of the appended claims. 

Iclaim: ` ' 

l. A pull clasp for fastening and holding ar 
ticles comprising a slide plate, iiexible ligature 
means for connection with anV article to be fas- Y 
tened and having oppositely extending ends, said 

Y plate having a holding means adjacent one end 
and inserted through the opening in disk 33. Or, Y 
the disk may be formed with a narrow slit >joining 

Yits central opening and edge through which a 
‘cord may be passed laterally into the central 
opening, so as t0 avoid tedious threading of the 
cord through an eye opening inthe disk. The 
ligature is then quickly assembled with the slide 
by passing it laterally over tongue 24 and into 

` slot 23, thereby eliminating tedious threading of 
the cord through eye openings in the plate. 
While the ligature is described above in the form 

o_f a Complete loop, it is evident that its end por 
tions,_includingthe fastening means, may be se 
cured to closure ñaps or Vother parts of an ar 
ticle for fastening the same together. ` , 

A modiñed construction of the slide plate and 
„ clamping disk is shown in Figs. 8 to 13, inclu 
vsive, where the slide plate 31, of sheet metalor 
>the like, has a tongue 33 strucktherefrom in the 
same manner as described above, to provide a re 
stricted entrance 39 for the receptionv of the liga 
ture. Adjacent its opposite end, plate' 3.7 'is 
stamped or otherwise formed with a circular or 
depressed portion 49, so as to provide a substan 
tially circular abutment 4I, as shown. The plate, 
atY the bottom of this depression, is died out to 
form a semicircular, concentric slot 42 having an 
entrance portion 43 opening laterally through an 
edge of the plate, as shown. At its inner end, 
slot 42 communicates with a concentric 'circular 
portion 44 through a somewhat restrictedv en 
trance 45 located opposite the slot entrance 43. 
An end 46 of the ligature is passed laterally 

over the tongue 38 and into the slot 4.2 and 
through the restriction 45 into the innermost por 

y tion 44. Slot portion 44 is suñiciently large in di- , 
ameter to permit the ligature to readily 'slide 
longitudinally therein while frictionally retained 
against escape through the portion (45. This end 
of the ligature is preferably knotted as'at 41 to 
fasten thereon ̀a circular clamping disk 48 of sub- ' 
stantially the same diameter as the bottom of the 
abutment 4l by which the disk is more closely 
guided and positioned in its clamping move 

_ ments. 

The operation of the modified form of Figs 8 
to 13 inclusively is substantially as described for 
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thereof for engagement by one of said ligature 
nend portions and having adjacentthe other end 
thereof a slot opening laterally throughan edge 
of said plate, an abutment on said plate adjacent 
said slot, and aj circular disk.` fastened to said 
ligature end and adapted to be pulled thereby into 
positioning engagement With saidY abutment and 
into clamping cooperation with an edge ,of said ‘ 
slot, whereby when the other oi'said ligature 
`ends is passed through Said Slot and tensioned, 
the said disk will clamp the 
ment. , . Y . 

2.. A pull clasp for fastening and holding ar 
ticles comprising a slider plate, flexible ligature 

same against move 

Vmeans for connection with an articlel> to be fas 
tened and having oppositely extending end_asaid 
lplate having a holding meansV adjacent 'one-end 
thereof for engagement by VoneV of said ligature> 
end portions and having adjacent the other end 
thereof a slot opening laterally through an edge . 
of said plate, a circular. abutment on said plate 
Vadjacent said slot, said plate having therein an 
openingY concentric with said abutment and 
adapted to have said ligature passed therethrough 
and. a circular disk fastened to said ligatureend 
Íand adapted to be pulled thereby into positioning 
engagement with said abutment and intoclamp~ 
ing cooperation with an edge of said slot, where 
by when the other of said ligature en'ds ispassed 
through said slot and tensioned, the said disk ` 
will clamp the same against movement.V . 

3. A pull clasp for fasteningV and holding ar~ 
ticles comprising a slide plate,fflexíble 4ligature 
means for connection with anY article to be 'fas 
tened and having oppositely extending ends, Said 
plate having a recessed portion adjacentone end 
thereof for engagement by one of said~ligature 
end portions and having adjacent?the 'other end 
thereof a slot opening laterally through an edge 
of said plate, said recessed portion and slot hav 
ing restricted entrancesin which saidligature 
is adapted to be laterally ,passed andfrictionally 

. retained, an abutment on said plate adjacent said 
slot, and a circular diskfastened t0 Said ligature 
end and adapted to be pulled thereby into posi 
tioning engagement with said abutment and into 
clamping cooperation with an edge of'said slot, 
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whereby when the other of said ligature ends is Number 
passed through said slot and tensioned, the said 357,877 
disk will clamp the same against movement. 895,403 

CHARLES P. SCHLEGEL. 918,340 
5 1,072,556 
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